Is it Time for a
Store Remodel?
Did you know most retail locations typically undergo a remodel every 5-7 years? In between remodels,
these same locations also refresh high traffic areas, on average, every 3 years.
The average cost for a store remodel can cost tens of

The task of taking this on internally can be daunting,

locations, a portfolio facility remodel project can represent

to handle all the project details from start to finish

thousands of dollars. For an enterprise with many physical

a multi-million dollar investment, depending on how many
locations and the scope of your remodel work. Ensuring
an investment of this magnitude pays the dividends

you expect and maximizes your capital spend is critical.

Making sure your store is fresh, updated, and inviting is a
cornerstone of a quality customer experience. Facility

partnering with a full-service construction partner
can quickly ease the burden and risk of using your

internal teams, playing the role of a contractor, or
self-performing the work in whole or in part so you

can get back to doing what you do best – serving
your customers.

quality has a significant impact on whether customers will

Partnering with a full-service construction partner

Maintaining your return customer base and making sure

can quickly ease this burden and remove the

return to your store for repeat visits for future purchases.
your facility is not detracting from your ability to attract
new customers is critical from both a brand and

to handle all the project details from start to finish

common risks associated with self-performed work.

revenue perspective.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS CUSTOMERS
FREQUENTLY ENTRUST VIXXO TO COMPLETE:
• Equipment Installations • Plumbing and Electrical Updates • Walls & Cabinets Painting & Flooring
• Signage & Graphics Lighting & LED Retrofits • Restroom Upgrades & Remodels • Parking Lot Striping & Pavement
• Drive Thru Additions or Upgrades • Kiosks & Curbside Updates

WHERE VIXXO BRINGS VALUE:
Looking for a one-stop shop to handle your next remodel project from beginning to end?
Leverage Vixxo’s experienced project management team

Backed by our vetted service provider network of

projects quickly and efficiently, while giving you full visibility

able to scale as needed, with boots on the ground

equipped with the necessary tools and software to execute
into project progress. Our in-house estimating team and

reliable logistic partners allow us to drive down costs and
ensure quality control.

150,000+ technicians nationwide, we are quickly

where and when you need them. This means 24/7,

365 availability – minimizing store disruptions and
maximizing revenue.

For more information, visit us at vixxo.com

